
Acrylic Polisher Set

Optimal for polishing:

 › Total Prosthesis
 › Removable Prosthesis
 › Temporary Prosthesis
 › Occlusion Bar 
 › Orthodontic retainer plates
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Step 1: Smoothing
In a first step the surface of the acrylic must be 
smoothened after the preparation with tungsten 
carbide or steel instruments – a necessary prepa-
ration for the next polishing steps.

Recommended speed: 5’000-7’000 RPM
Pressure: low
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Step 2: Pre-Polishing
In a second step last visible scratches will be 
eliminated and a first gloss achieved. It is a 
mandatory step, since a fine polisher (Step 3) is 
not able to overcome visible surface roughness 
completely.

Recommended speed: 5’000-7’000 RPM
Pressure: low

Green Polisher - coarse 
grain

Grey Polisher - medium 
grain
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Step 3: Polishing
Finally a yellow polisher leads to a smooth and 
scratch-free surface with high brightness. For 
interproximal areas use a red polishing brush No. 
1170.

Recommended speed: 5’000-7’000 RPM
Pressure: low

Step 4: High shine polishing
To get a high shine denture surface, the cotton 
buffing wheel 1164 together with polishing emul-
sion 1550 is used.  
Apply one drop of emulsion on the material and 
start polishing. The emulsion is in addition to its 
excellent performance oil-free and with a very 
agreeable flavor.

Recommended speed: 10’000 RPM

Yellow Polisher - fine 
grain

Special Brush 1164 +
Emulsion 1550
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   5‘000 rpm9574G.HP.055

   5‘000 rpm9572G.HP.100

   5‘000 rpm9574M.HP.055

   5‘000 rpm9572M.HP.100

   5‘000 rpm9574F.HP.055

   5‘000 rpm9572F.HP.100

 10‘000 rpm1164.HP.250

 10‘000 rpm1170.HP.190

1550

Denture Polishing Kit 1877 is a convenient po-
lishing system for all types of acrylic surfaces:  
easy to use, rapid and with superior results. 

The kit consists of a short sequence of polishers 
and brushes. For best results, Kit 1877 should be 
combined with high gloss emulsion 1550 *.

This kit is an indispensable tool in dental clinics 
and laboratories. Based on the selection of inst-
ruments it dispenses with the need of polishing 
strips, pumice, chalk, etc.  

  JOTA-Dealer
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JOTA AG Rotary Instruments
Hirschensprungstrasse 2, 9464 Rüthi, Switzerland
Phone +41 (0)71 767 79 99, Fax +41 (0)71 767 79 97
info@jota.ch, www.jota.ch  SwiSS MAdeCE

 

* Emulsion not included in the Kit


